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Modern weather and climate models share a
common heritage, and often even components,
however they are used in different ways to answer
fundamentally different questions. As such, attempts
to emulate them using machine learning should
reflect this. While the use of machine learning
to emulate weather forecast models is a relatively
new endeavour there is a rich history of climate
model emulation. This is primarily because while
weather modelling is an initial condition problem
which intimately depends on the current state of the
atmosphere, climate modelling is predominantly a
boundary condition problem. In order to emulate the
response of the climate to different drivers therefor,
representation of the full dynamical evolution of the
atmosphere is neither necessary, or in many cases,
desirable. Climate scientists are typically interested in
different questions also. Indeed emulating the steady-
state climate response has been possible for many
years and provides significant speed increases that
allow solving inverse problems for e.g. parameter
estimation. Nevertheless, the large datasets, non-
linear relationships and limited training data make
Climate a domain which is rich in interesting machine
learning challenges.
Here I seek to set out the current state of
climate model emulation and demonstrate how,
despite some challenges, recent advances in machine
learning provide new opportunities for creating
useful statistical models of the climate.
c© The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original author and
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1. Introduction
Climate models in general, and general circulation models (GCMs) in particular, are the
primary tools used for generating projections of climate change under different future socio-
economic scenarios. Fully coupled GCMs, which include atmosphere, cryosphere, land and ocean
components, are referred to as Earth System Models (ESMs) and are the gold-standard of climate
modelling. Due to the large range of spatial and temporal scales and huge number of processes
being modelled these are extremely computationally expensive to run and are often only run in
coordinated international experiments designed in order to explore particular scientific questions.
They also create huge volumes of data which can be difficult to analyse and interpret using
traditional tools and methods. There is naturally great interest then in how machine learning (ML)
might help to reduce the computational expense in generating this data, or in extracting more
value from the data once it is produced [1,2]. Here I focus on the former question, discussing
the current state-of-the-art in climate model emulation and highlighting opportunities for new
machine learning tools to greatly improve this.
The need for fast computer simulation emulators has long been recognised in the context of
performing inference, where these are often referred to as ’surrogate’ models [3]. These surrogate
models allow approximating model inversion (determining the inputs given certain outputs)
where the exact inverse is not available, which is invariably the case for complex models and
certainly true for whole climate models. These inverse methods allow the tuning of particular
parameters against observations, the analysis and exploration of model uncertainties to different
inputs, and the constraint on some of these uncertainties using history matching.
The uncertainties of GCMs and their output can be broadly categorised in to: 1) Internal
variability due to the chaotic fluctuations of the earth system over different time-scales; 2) Model
uncertainty due to incomplete or incorrect process representations (structural uncertainty); 3)
Model parametric uncertainty due to uncertain input parameters; 4) Scenario uncertainty due
to assumptions and incomplete knowledge of the greenhouse gas (GHG) and aerosol and other
short-lived climate forcer (SLCF) emissions pathways.
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models share a common heritage with the atmospheric
components of GCMs and are subject to the same uncertainties, however with different emphasis.
While in weather prediction the uncertainties in the initial state of the system (1) are a key
component, climate projection uncertainties are dominated by model (2+3) and scenario (4)
uncertainties over 50 and 100 year timescales respectively [4,5]. Figure 1 shows the fractional
uncertainty in the projection of temperature across the CMIP6 multi-model ensemble and
demonstrates this clearly1. The internal variability dominates the uncertainty for the first 10
years but rapidly becomes less important as the model, and ultimately scenario uncertainties
start to dominate. In exploring climate questions one can thus often neglect internal variability
and emulate only the steady state response of the system, significantly simplifying the machine
learning problem.
Quantifying, and ultimately minimising the remaining uncertainties is central to efforts to
improve climate projections [6,7], but is also of value when seeking to improve our understanding
of the physical climate [8]. By framing the discussion of climate emulation around these key
uncertainties I hope to demonstrate how machine learning could help in this endeavour. In the
rest of this paper I will describe the ways in which climate emulation is already looking to reduce
uncertainties in each of the key areas outlined above, before providing an outlook over the ways
new and rapidly evolving ML techniques might transform these efforts in the future.
2. Climate emulation
1These uncertainties are calculated as in [4] and described in Appendix A.
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(a)
Figure 1. The fractional uncertainty in CMIP6 projections of surface air temperature due to internal variability, model
uncertainty and scenario uncertainty as a function of time in to the future.
(a) Internal variability
While short-period (up to a few weeks) internal-variability and uncertainty in the exact current
state of the atmosphere dominate uncertainties in weather forecasts, in many climate simulations
this is essentially treated as noise which is either controlled for [9,10], or averaged away. In such
settings emulating the atmospheric variability is not useful. Longer period, decadal, variability
can however be important in climate settings, particularly when comparing historical simulations
with observations [e.g. [11]]. The use of ensembles of simulations, which sample this uncertainty,
enables weather forecast models to generate probabilistic forecasts with improved skill [12]
and understand natural variability over climate timescales [13]. These ensembles are extremely
computationally expensive to create however, and recent efforts have explored creating machine
learning based emulators which could sample this uncertainty more efficiently.
One approach is to emulate the dynamical evolution of these numerical models directly, and
this has been explored for both weather [14] and climate [15,16]. While these are obviously very
early efforts in this direction they demonstrate that developing machine learning models which
can compete with their traditional counterparts in numerical weather prediction is extremely
challenging, and extending this to climate time-scales even more so, especially given the difficulty
in maintaining the energy and mass conservation required for a stable simulation. Where an
estimate of the decadal variability is needed, a more promising approach may be to emulate the
variability directly from existing ensembles [17].
(b) Model structural uncertainty
Model uncertainties due to incomplete or incorrect representations of the underlying processes
are extremely hard to quantify directly and are often neglected entirely when evaluating
individual models against observations. Some estimate can be made by comparing the outputs
from multiple models performing the same experiment, often referred to as multi-model
ensembles (MMEs), although interpreting any differences is not trivial as many of the models in
use around the world are not truly independent and share underlying components [18]. Further,
some models are also demonstrably better or worse in certain aspects [19] making simple averages
over such ensembles potentially misleading. Nevertheless used appropriately, large multi-model
ensembles, such as provided by the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP) 5 [20] and
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CMIP 6 [21] experiments, provide valuable insights in this regard. For example, some early
machine learning work in the field developed approaches for combining models from the CMIP5
ensemble [22].
It is worth noting that one of the key ways numerical weather forecasts reduce model
uncertainties is by post-processing the predictions based on a learnt bias correction. A similar
approach has recently been proposed for climate models [23] which could provide valuable model
improvements, although clearly such an approach can only be validated for observed climate
states.
(c) Model parametric uncertainty
The numerical discretization which is necessary to integrate GCMs forward in time defines a
spatial (and temporal) scale below which any physical process must be ’parameterized’. These
parameterizations are often only approximate representations of the processes they represent and
the input parameters must be tuned so as best to reflect the observed climate. There are invariably
many combinations of such parameters which can produce a plausible model, a problem termed
equifinality [24], and so large parametric uncertainty can persist in even the best models. The
representation of clouds, for which even the largest examples occur on scales much smaller than
typical climate model grid resolutions, is a key uncertainty in this regard [25]. Climate feedbacks
due to changes in clouds to a given temperature perturbation have been shown to be particularly
sensitive to their parameterizations in climate models [26].
There is a long history of exploring these parametric uncertainties using ensembles of climate
simulations sampled across parameter space [27], including multi-thousand member grand
ensembles generated using large networks of home computers [28]. Simple linear regression
emulators [29,30], and more recently Gaussian Process (GP) [3] emulators, are then built to
span this space so that sensitivity analysis [31] and parameter inference can be performed by
comparison against relevant observations [32,33].
An example of an emulator trained on such a perturbed parameter ensemble (PPE) is shown in
Figure 2. Three parameters identified as being important for the calculation of the absorptivity of
aerosol in the atmosphere were perturbed across a wide range of values using a latin hyper-cube
sampling. Using a Python package designed to simplify climate model emulation [34] the global
distribution of Absorption Aerosol Optical Depth (AAOD) is predicted for a particular parameter
combination by both a GP and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) emulator. The errors
introduced by emulation are small compared to observation and model-observation comparison
errors. This emulator can then be used for comparison against observation to rule out implausible
parameter combinations, or infer the optimal set depending on the objective [35]. Difficulties
in scaling traditional emulators to large datasets and the problem of finding relevant summary
statistics has limited their use somewhat and I discuss the opportunities recent advances in ML
could provide in the following section.
Machine learning could also be used to completely replace these parameterizations, learning
directly from high resolution simulations [36,37] or even observations [38]. While these can
offer some speed improvements they will not drastically decrease the computational expense
of running a whole climate model. Indeed, much of their value comes from being able to run
improved parameterizations, which in turn would lead to better projections (and better training
data for whole-model emulators).
(d) Scenario uncertainty
Over longer time-scales of more than 50 years the scenario uncertainty starts to dominate the
model uncertainties. These uncertainties relate to the inputs of the climate models and so can
not be reduced through improved modelling of the physical climate. Improved sampling of
these uncertainties would nevertheless prove valuable to policy makers who need to weigh the
cost and impact of different mitigation and adaptation strategies and currently mostly rely on
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Figure 2. The annual mean absorption aerosol optical depth (AAOD) for a particular set of (three) aerosol micro-physical
parameters not shown to the emulator during training. a) shows the true modelled output, b) shows the emulated output
using a Gaussian Process, c) shows the emulated output using a simple convolution neural network, d-e) show the
differences between the modelled data and the Gaussian process emulator and the neural network emulator respectively.
one-dimensional impulse response models [39,40], or simple pattern scaling approaches [41].
Impulse response models are physically interpretable and can capture non-linear behaviour, but
are inherently unable to model regional climate changes, while the pattern scaling approaches
rely on a simple scaling of spatial distributions of e.g. precipitation by global mean temperature
changes, neglecting strong non-linearities in these relationships.
Statistical emulators of the regional climate have been developed [42,43] although these
have been quite bespoke and focus on the relatively simple problem of emulating temperature.
Approaches including non-linear pattern scaling [44] and GP emulation over million-year time-
scales [45] hint at the possibility of using modern machine learning tools to produce robust and
general emulators over future scenarios. The opportunities, and significant challenges, of realising
these possibilities are discussed in the next section.
3. Challenges and Opportunities
Many of the challenges and opportunities which arise in the pursuit of using the plethora of new
ML techniques which have recently become available to emulate the climate are common among
the potential applications detailed above, and I elucidate some of them below.
(a) Challenges
(i) Small training data sizes
One of the reasons the latest deep-learning techniques have proved so successful is the enormous
amount of data which is available for the training of these algorithms. While climate models
certainly can produce similar quantities of data, these are often not spanning the dimensions over
which one might want to emulate. Large initial-condition and perturbed parameter ensembles
might contain hundreds of training points, while multi-model ensembles only contain tens. Using
neural architecture search [46] or simpler models can help relieve this to some extent.
(ii) Out of distribution
The training of climate emulators requires an underlying training dataset which spans all
possible outcomes to ensure the model does not try and predict outside of the distribution
of the training dataset. This requires careful consideration when creating ensembles [32] and
should perhaps be considered when designing future multi-model experiments [47] to ensure
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emulators interpolate between training points rather than extrapolate beyond them. Besides well
calibrated uncertainties, the use of automatic out-of-distribution detection techniques could prove
valuable [48].
(iii) Short-term and seasonal prediction
Internal variability plays a key role over shorter time-scales and can not be simply averaged away.
Some element of dynamic evolution of the atmospheric state is thus needed in order to accurately
emulate these systems, although this can still take the form of simple statistical models of the
large scale dynamics [49].
(iv) Accurate quantification of uncertainties
Climate model emulation introduces another source of uncertainty in any predictions, and these
need to be robustly quantified in order for the prediction to be useful.
(b) Opportunities for ML
Besides the important societal impacts of climate research, it provides unique opportunities for
ML research.
(i) Large, open datasets
While not always designed to train machine learning emulators, large climate model ensembles
from the latest climate models are now available in the cloud, with the tools and infrastructure
to easily access them [50]. This wealth of large spatio-temporal datasets situated next to
virtually unlimited computing power provides opportunities to develop and train more complex
emulators.
(ii) Observational emulators
I have primarily focused on the emulation of physical climate models as these are the only tools
available for generating future projections. In principle an emulator could be trained on the large
satellite based datasets which are now available with the hope that this would provide some
skill in future predictions. Many significant challenges exist in designing such a system however,
in particular the relatively short observational record and the reliance on interpolating in to
unknown future states. Encoding strong physical constraints [51] on such a model may provide a
useful complement to traditional climate model projections.
(c) Opportunities for Climate
New ML tools and techniques provide opportunities for climate scientists to improve on, and
explore new applications for, existing emulators.
(i) New architectures
The rapid development of new ML architectures, such as deep GPs [52,53], Neural Architecture
Search [46] and Spherical-CNNs [54] provide exciting opportunities to develop larger, more
accurate emulators. These might also account for multi-fidelity inputs [55], co-variability across
multiple outputs, provide higher spatio-temporal resolution or better calibrated uncertainties.
Many of the problems described in this paper also provide challenging settings for ML models
and can themselves provide inspiration for new architectures.
(ii) Improved inference
Many current parameter estimation approaches rely on simple rejection sampling to perform
model inference, although many improved techniques are now available [56]. There are also
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opportunities for automated model calibration and tuning [57] and summary statistic detection
to improve the current state-of-the-art.
4. Outlook
While climate may just be an accumulation of weather, and similar numerical models are used
in each domain, as often in the physical sciences more is different [58]. Different processes
dominate the responses, different questions are being asked and different uncertainties dominate
the predictions. In many respects these differences make climate projections easier to emulate
than weather forecasts and much work has been achieved already, but significant opportunities,
and some challenges, remain.
The improved techniques available through the recent advances in ML will allow for improved
parameter estimation and model tuning; direct emulation of internal variability; emulation
of non-linear regional climate responses with higher accuracy and resolution; and potentially
observation based models. These will both benefit from, and offer insights into, the underlying
physical processes governing our climate.
In order to realise these opportunities we must foster collaborations between the climate
and ML communities to develop a shared understanding of the problems and tools available
to solve them. Workshops such as this, climatechange.ai and Climate Informatics (www.
climateinformatics.org) are invaluable in doing so.
Data Accessibility. The CMIP6 data used here is available through the Earth System Grid Federation and
can be accessed through different international nodes e.g.: https://esgf-index1.ceda.ac.uk/search/cmip6-
ceda/. The black carbon PPE data is available here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3856644
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A. CMIP6 uncertainty analysis
The uncertainty analysis presented in Figure 1 is calculated using global, annual mean surface air
temperature from 20 models that participated in CMIP6 across six scenarios. I follow the approach
of [4] but choose not to weight the models since their skill is not of concern, and it makes no
significant difference to the results presented here.
The time-series for each model (m) and scenario (s) can be represented as:
Xm,s(t) = xm,s(t) + im,s + m,s(t) (A 1)
where x is a fourth-order polynomial fit using Ordinary Least Squares, i is a reference temperature
(taken as the mean between 2015-2020 inclusive) and  is the residual. The internal variability is
assumed to be constant and is defined as the model-mean variance in the residual:
V = |vars,t(m,s,t)|m (A 2)
The model uncertainty is the scenario-mean variance in the model estimates:
M(t) = |varm(xm,s,t)|s (A 3)
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while the scenario uncertainty is the variance of the multi-model mean:
S(t) = vars(|xm,s,t|m) (A 4)
The total variance is then the sum of each of these terms:
T (t) = V + S(t) +M(t). (A 5)
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